
FAITH-BASED FACILITATION CASE STUDIES 
8: Using FBF to support children at risk 
 
Faith-Based Facilitation can be used in many ways to build deeper 
relationships. This case study highlights the use of theological 
reflection using the FBF process in relation to a major decision at a 
planning meeting. It shows how carefully relating such a decision to 
fundamental beliefs and values can have a significant effect on the 
facilitation and decision-making of such a meeting. 
 
As you read through this example, notice the skills and  
tools used by the facilitator. 
 
Step 1: The Issue 

 
Members of a small but committed corps (Salvation Army church) in South America became very concerned about 
numbers of young children, often from one-parent families, who were on their own after school. Their parents 
returned from work later. In the meantime the children were at risk, particularly from drug sellers and drug addicts.  
There were many in the area, and drugs were a big problem. One child, in particular, had been seen spending a lot 
of time with a known drug addict, and other children were starting to be involved as well. 
 
Step 2: Describe and Analyse 

 
The Community Care Ministry group began by initiating a number of home visits to families they knew of in this 
situation. They listened carefully (Tool 2.1) as the parents talked about the problem. This brought about trust, and 
those they visited told them of other families in the same situation – leading to further home visits. 
 
As a result of the visits, and at the parents’ suggestion, a meeting was set up for families who had this problem of a 
gap between the time when children got back from school and when parents returned from work. The Community 
Care Ministry and many corps members also attended the meeting which was facilitated by Captain Pablo. 

 
Step 3: Reflect and Evaluate 

 
Many of those attending the meeting found this stage difficult. They would have preferred to continue straight to 
decision and action. However Captain Pablo felt it was important for everyone to have a clear understanding and 
ownership of whatever decisions were made. He suggested beginning with a time of prayer and Bible reading. After 
this, he invited those present to share their reflections. Some of these related to Jesus’ concern for the young and 
the vulnerable. Someone read out his saying ‘It would be better for you if a millstone were hung around your neck 
and you were thrown into the sea than for you to cause one of these little ones to stumble.’ This raised the 
question of their responsibility as a community. They all knew about the drug problem in the area and the 
vulnerability of children if they were approached by drug-pushers.   
 
As someone put it: ‘Doesn’t that make us, in a sense, all responsible if we know that little ones are being made to 
stumble in relation to drugs, and if we do nothing about it?’ ‘Yes,’ said someone else, ‘we are all brothers and sisters 
in Christ. So even if these children are not our children by blood-relationship, they are still our brothers and sisters.  
We must make sure they are protected and cared for.’ 
 
Step 4: Decide and Plan 

 
It was one thing to acknowledge a responsibility for the children. It was harder to find a solution. A variety of 
suggestions were made that might help to improve the situation. However, it soon became clear that the preferred 
solution would be to open The Salvation Army’s hall every day after school, so that the children could remain there 
until their parents came to collect them. However other questions remained. Who would look after the children 
during that period? Who would provide activities or homework support for them? And who would clean and tidy 
up afterwards? These questions were not so easy to answer. 
 
Captain Pablo suggested a Resources and Strengths audit (Tool 2.4) to see what might be possible. At first sight it 
seemed impossible. Many corps members were themselves at work at that time and the older members who were 
not at work could not be expected to look after large numbers of children for three or four hours every day. 
However, as the discussion continued, it emerged that a number of parents did shift work. They could take turns, 
according to their shift pattern, in sharing responsibility for the children in the hall.  



  

They could also share in clearing up when they came to collect their children. Eventually, with the agreement of the 
corps council, it was arranged to set up a mixed leadership team between corps members and parents and others 
from the local community. 
 
Step 5: Action 

 
The mixed leadership team was set up as agreed and the After-School Club was opened at the corps hall, and was 
immediately very well used and appreciated by parents and children alike. There were initial problems with people 
not turning up for their duty on the rota or not being prepared with suitable activities for the children. Before long, 
however, it became a valued and significant part of community life. Families became less stressed and parents and 
children were happier, and less afraid of the children becoming drawn into the drug culture. 
 
Using the FBF process for a  second time – Steps 1, 2 and 3 
 
The After-School Club well established and open to receive all local children in need of after-school care and this 
was a significant improvement.  However, three new difficulties were noted (Step 1): 
1. Drug-pushers soon began to congregate around The Salvation Army hall, knowing that children would arrive on 
their own without their parents. Some even managed to infiltrate the club. 
2. Families with similar difficulties from other communities began sending their children. The leaders did not like to 
send them away, but could not cope with such large numbers. 
3. Parents began to request that the club should be open throughout the school holidays as well as after school in 
term time – which was too great a burden for the corps to manage. 
 
Captain Pablo suggested that careful research around these issues (Step 2 – Describe and Analyse) would be needed 
to discover the extent of the difficulties and the possible involvement of other agencies and community groups in 
solving them. He said that it was important that they should evaluate and reflect (3b) on what they had managed to 
achieve so far. They also needed to take care to work well within their capacity rather than take on more than they 
could manage. It was agreed to seek outside help immediately in dealing with the problem of drug-pushers.   
 
For the other issues, a longer time of prayer and reflection was needed, as well as wider research, before any 
further decision or action could be taken. 

 
All the examples of people using the Faith-Based Facilitation process and tools are based on real-life situations and events. 
However, names and circumstances have been changed and details altered to preserve anonymity and to give readers clear 
examples of Faith Based Facilitation in action. 
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